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ONSEN Heated towel rail: 
design, wellbeing and practicality, even in the tightest spaces.

At RADIALIGHT, we see ONSEN as the essence of what we imagine our 
bathroom to be. 
It is a design feature, because wellbeing plays an increasingly important 
role in our culture: the bathroom is no longer simply a room, it’s a space that 
nurtures emotions.
It’s compact and, at only 40 cm wide by 10 cm thick, it can easily be 
installed in even the smallest of rooms.

It’s practical and effective: thanks to its 750 W power and specialised 
heating technology it can be used as the main heating system for your 
bathroom or as an accessory, providing you with towels that are always 
warm and dry. It’s easy to use, because the controls are always at your 
fingertips - simple and user-friendly. It’s intelligent because, thanks to its 
versatile electronics, it adapts to our personal habits. Welcome to the world 
of ONSEN, the great little heating accessory you never knew you needed.

Bathrobe hooks (optional)
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ONSEN’s unique Dual-Therm heating 
technology releases heat through 
convection and radiation at the same 
time.
The convection flow that comes out of the 
top heats the bathroom.
The radiation creates a pleasant warmth 
that envelopes you like a warm embrace, 
while also drying your towels.

ONSEN is intelligent, because it decides how much heat is needed to reach the 
required temperature, avoiding a needless waste of energy. But it offers you 
so much more. Its multiple operating modes allow it to adapt to your lifestyle. 
You can set a consistent and comfortable temperature, or you can program 
the unit, saving money when you’re not at home. If, instead, you want to heat 
the bathroom when you want to and for as long as you want to, the timer 
function is your best choice.

Technical Characteristics

Model ONSEN ICE WHITE ONSEN ANTHRACITE GREY

Ean Code 8019250651018 8019250651025

Colour
Front body colour: white RAL 
9003, rear body colour grey 

RAL 7024

Front and rear body colour: 
grey RAL 7024

Dimensions

Height: 90 cm. Width 40 
cm. Thickness 8 cm. Product 

thickness when wall-mounted 
10 cm (14.5 cm including the 

towel rails).

Height: 90 cm. Width 40 
cm. Thickness 8 cm. Product 

thickness when wall-mounted 
10 cm (14.5 cm including the 

towel rails).

Electrical Power 
230V

750W 750W

Controls Electronic - touch controls Electronic - touch controls

Product weight 
in kg 10kg 10kg
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IP24ECODESIGN Lot20 Compliant

Heating Style Electronic Controls

• Moisture proof, powder coated metal structure.
• Dual heating system: radiation for all-round comfort, and convection for 

quick heating.
• Suitable as both main and accessory heating.
• Easy-to-use touch controls with LCD display.
• Electronic thermostat with automatic heat control, to avoid energy waste.
• Various operating modes: automatic, programmed, timer.
• Open-window alarm function.
• Fitted with 2 towel rails.
• IP 24 protection against water spray: safe even in the wettest places.
• Available in two colours: ice white and anthracite grey.
• Available pair of practical towel hooks*
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*Towel hooks 
are sold separately


